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Swedish Heiress: Proskauer Overbilled, Churned File in Case of Stolen Warhol Painting 

Posted by Zach Lowe 

A Swedish heiress has sued Proskauer Rose for nearly $9 million, accusing the firm of manipulating its billing practices to overcharge her by millions. In a 
separate malpractice claim, she alleges that the firm mishandled her suit against the jet-setting art buyer who purchased an Andy Warhol silkscreen that had been 
stolen from her, court records show. 

The heiress of a Swedish building fortune, Kerstin Lindholm of Greenwich, Conn., retained Proskauer in March 2002 to pursue claims against Peter Brant, the 
media mogul and Warhol enthusiast who purchased "Red Elvis" for $2.9 million in 2000 while it was on loan to the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, court 
records show. Brant bought the painting--worth at least $12 million in 2003--from a crooked Swedish art dealer who sold it out from under Lindholm, according 
to court records and this New York Times story. The dealer eventually served prison time for the theft, but Lindholm never got the painting back. 

A Connecticut judge ruled in favor of Brant in 2005. 

Now Lindholm and Proskauer are involved in an ugly dispute over fees that peaked earlier this month, when Lindholm sued the firm in state court in 
Connecticut. And her legal team at Bello, Lapine & Cassone in Stamford, Conn. has included something of a smoking gun as an exhibit in their complaint--an 
internal Proskauer memo written on letterhead bearing the name of a Proskauer associate who appears to have reviewed the firm's Lindholm file at some point. 
(The note is undated.) In the handwritten note, the associate writes that descriptions of the firm's work "may suggest double billing for same work," that "rates 
are quite high," and that there was an "overall excessive handling of every item in the case."  

Through a spokesman, Proskauer called Lindholm's allegations "entirely without merit." The associate who wrote the note, Mara Lainie Taylor, did not return a 
message seeking comment. Lawrence Weinstein, the lead Proskauer attorney on the Brant litigation, did not return a call seeking comment. 

Lindholm's lead lawyer, Lawrence Lapine, declined to comment on the case.  

Proskauer originally sued Lindholm in 2007 for unpaid fees. In her new complaint, Lindholm claims Proskauer estimated the case would cost her between 
$300,000 and $350,000, records show. But Proskauer's bills had already hit that range in May of 2003, about 14 months into the case, and, with no end in sight, 
Lindholm began agitating for a discount. Proskauer granted her three separate discounts over the next two years, eventually agreeing to cut its hourly billing 
rates by 75 percent.   

Even so, Lindholm claims, her monthly bills continued to increase until the firm's final bill ended up at $1.4 million, discounted from $2.8 million. Her 
complaint alleges that Proskauer kept the billable numbers up by "billing paralegal work at attorney rates"; "having attorneys perform paralegal work"; "billing 
twice for the same work"; "billing for the same services multiple times"; and "handling every item in the case in an excessive manner, a practice commonly 
known as churning the file." These accusations appear to have been taken from Taylor's note.  

Lindholm claims she has paid more than $1 million to Proskauer in legal bills so far, and the breach of fiduciary duty count in her suit seeks $850,000--the 
difference between Proskauer's original estimate and the amount she has paid.  

The larger malpractice count seeks $8 million and accuses the firm of failing to pursue a claim against the Guggenheim. Lindholm believes she has a course of 
action because the museum should have notified her immediately when Brant asserted a claim of ownership to "Red Elvis" over the phone in 2000, according to 
the complaint. Had the museum done so, the suit claims, Lindholm could have stopped delivery of the painting to an address in Denmark, where the dealer 
arranged for its sale to Brant. 

Lindholm's agent suggested Proskauer sue the museum, but the firm concluded she had no claim against the Guggenheim. Lindholm also pushed for a jury trial, 
but the firm waived her right to a jury trial and argued the Brant case before a judge instead. The suit claims Proskauer did so because Lindholm wasn't paying 
her bills and the firm wanted to finish the case quickly.  
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